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Evidence that Yoshiaki Hagiwara at Sony in 1975  invented 

Pinned Buried Photodiode with the complete charge transfer
capability of the no-image-lag feature and the Anti-blooming Vertical 
Overflow Drain (VOD) in order to realize the completely-mechanical-
parts-free electrical Shutter. Hagiwara invented Electrical Shutter.
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"Electrostatic and Dynamic Analysis of P+PNP Double Junction Type
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The PNP device defined as Pinned Photodiode 
by Fossum has the surface P+ region is floating 

with RC delay, actually causing the serious image lag. 
This is a misleading and a fake paper.

Fossum did not explain the important detailed efforts
and achievements of Peter Noble reported in the paper,

Fossum made many misleading and fake comments on 
Hagiwara 1975 Japanese patent and SSDM1978 paper.

Fossum failed to quote the first Pinned Photodiode 
patent application JPA1975-127646 and JPA1975-127647

by Hagiwara at Sony on Oct 13, 1975  
for the first time in the world. 



This device is not Pinned Photodiode.
The surface P+ is flaoting with RC delay
without adjacent P+ channel stops

Wrong 



In 1975, Hagiwara at Sony filed a patent application 
on bipolar structures for CCDs in which a pnp vertical 
structure was disclosed, among several structures 
[24]. The top p layer was connected by metal to a bias 
used to control full-well capacity and the n-type base 
layer was proposed for carrier storage.

Yes, this is the original definition of the PNP junction 
type Pinned Photodiode. 

The external voltage can also be grounded to get the 
full-charge storage capacity and also the completely  
Empty Potential Well at the reset time at the start of 
the photo-charge integration time.

Fossum failed to quote the first Pinned Photodiode 
patent application JPA1975-127646 and JPA1975-127647

by Hagiwara at Sony on Oct 13, 1975  
for the first time in the world. 



In an unusual paper, Hagiwara, in 1996, revisited 
the 1975 invention 

Fossum insulted Hagiwara 1996 by many false statements.



However, the 1975 application did not address complete 
charge transfer, lag or anti-blooming properties found in 
the NEC low-lag device, and does not seem to contain the 
built-in potential step and charge transfer device aspects 
of the virtual-phase CCD.

Fossum did not see Fig 6 of JPA1975-134985 by Hagiwara.
Fossum did not see the evidence shown in JPA1975-127646,
JPA1975-127647 and JPA1975-134985. Fossum obviously
did not read the three Japanese patent applications in

details to form the correct point of views. This paper has
many misleading incorrect explanations. A fake paper.

This is not true. The 1975 applications did show these features.



Fossum did not quote the in-pixel source-
follower Active Circuit invented by  Peter Noble in 

1966. Fossum did not invent Active Image Sensor (APS). 

Wrong 

Active Pixel Sensor invented by Peter Noble in 1968 

used widely  in Modern CMOS Image sensors



P+ surface may become
Floating High Resistivity

Sony does not use the LOCOS Isolation which
has the serious thermal oxidation stress and degrades
the image sensor chip-yield and  causing surface dark 
and crystal defects. Sony use the defect-free high energy 
ion implantation and the Lamp Anneal Process invented 
and developed by Kazuo Nishiyama at Sony in 1978.



Very Good Analytic  Work  



This paper has no consideration on the parasitic
capacitance  effect between the gate oxide and the
Charge  Transfer (CT) Gate, which is widely known as the 
Bootstrap Effect by Classical MOS IC circuit designers. 

Vin
Vout

VGG(TG) VDD (FD)

Parasitic Oxide
capacitance C



Very Good Explanation but this LOCOS

Device  Isolation Process is not used.
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